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Abstract—Today’s mainstream programming language concepts originate from a time when processes were executed in a single thread and the outcome of computation was deterministic. To deal with multi-threaded execution synchronization mechanisms have to be used to restrict parallel execution to a point where the program produces correct results for all possible interleaving executions. This is constantly leading to deadlocks and race conditions, i.e. undesired non-deterministic behavior.

In this paper, we propose a new set of synchronization primitives, Spawn and Merge, that yield deterministic program execution for multi-threaded programs. This means that there are no race conditions when using this synchronization technique and deadlocks can be avoided right away. Concurrent access to data structures is resolved using operational transformation. Using two example scenarios we show how these synchronization primitives can be used and that they are equivalent to semaphores.

Furthermore, we evaluate our framework by implementing a network simulator. We show that despite a constant overhead, the performance is comparable to using standard synchronization primitives while yielding deterministic results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-threaded programming has always been difficult using imperative programming languages, because different threads worked on the same set of data structures. The annotation of classes or methods with a synchronized keyword (Java), or a lock statement (C#) has reduced possible error sources, but has by no means solved the problems of multi-threaded programming. There is little tool support available to prove that such a program is free of race conditions. Extensive testing can only show that on today’s hardware (i.e. with 2 to 8 CPU cores) a program is most likely fine. Thus, we believe that locking is a cumbersome extension to imperative programming languages that has been introduced to enable multi-threaded programming with old-style single-threaded programming languages.

In this paper we present our approach to write programs in a way that the result of a concurrent program is always deterministic, i.e. there is a guarantee that concurrent programs always deliver the exact same results, regardless of the number of cores they are executed on. Like Brocchino et. al. [1], who proposed the same philosophical approach, we call a parallel program deterministic, if every execution of the program produces the same results and there is no non-determinism caused by concurrent code execution\textsuperscript{1}. Especially for enterprise applications results have to be reproducible and therefore determinism is important. But even for applications where determinism is not a requirement it has the potential to significantly simplify debugging: A bug will not appear only in some executions of a program. This also allows to achieve a higher confidence in unit tests since it is impossible to miss an erroneous schedule.

However, when user interfaces or I/O with remote computers is required, there is inherent non-determinism caused by the non-deterministic program input. Thus, we allow the programmer to explicitly introduce non-determinism where required. This is the exact opposite to the current approach where non-determinism is the default and the programmer has to work hard to introduce determinism where required.

To achieve determinism despite parallel program execution we devised two synchronization primitives Spawn and Merge. Spawn can be compared to the UNIX system call fork, i.e. it spawns a new task\textsuperscript{2} that can be executed in parallel to its parent task. A newly spawned task gets a copy of the data it is supposed to work on. This copying may become expensive. However, clever copy-on-write techniques can be used to mitigate this problem to some degree. Once spawned, the tasks can execute in parallel using their local data copies without any synchronization, i.e. no performance is lost because of lock contention and race conditions are impossible. Depending on the amount of locking avoided, this will make up for the cost of initial/on-write copying of data. At this point we want to emphasize, that the optimization goal of our work is to build correct

\textsuperscript{1}Non-determinism resulting from calling non-deterministic functions (e.g. Random()) is not tackled by our approach.

\textsuperscript{2}We use the term task instead of thread, because a task encapsulates additional information, e.g. the data structure copies. There is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping between threads and tasks, since tasks may also be scheduled to be executed on a pool of threads.
concurrent programs and not to squeeze the last few percent of performance out of a multi-core CPU. However, in section III we show that despite a constant overhead the performance of our framework is comparable to a regular implementation using standard synchronization primitives.

Eventually, the parent waits for its children to finish and it merges their results with its own. In UNIX, there is no Merge counterpart to fork. This is because the operating system knows how to copy memory, but it cannot know how to merge the divergent copies created by the child processes, because this is application specific. When the tasks are finished, each task may have produced its own version of the data structure. To merge these together we use operational transformation [2] which means that each task has to record the operations applied to its data structures. For example, a list records operations of the form ins(0, obj) or del(1). Merging takes the concurrent operations and transforms them into a deterministic non-concurrent sequence of operations. It takes some experience to fully understand how operational transformation based merging works. But in the end, we are able to write deterministic programs which are guaranteed to be free of internal deadlocks and free of race conditions as we will show in section IV. We believe our approach is especially useful in cases where each task primarily performs computations and/or network I/O but in the end changes only small parts of a shared data structure. This is the case for example in scalable web application, distributed enterprise software, and emulation of large networks.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II we present Spawn and Merge, which enable deterministic execution of concurrent programs by utilizing operational transformation. Furthermore, we provide the reader with two examples for their usage: a simple server software and a simple simulation software. Afterwards, we evaluate our framework to show that performance is comparable to using conventional synchronization primitives. In section IV we show that the expressive power of our approach is equivalent to using semaphores and analyze it with respect to deadlocks. Finally, we summarize and compare related approaches for synchronizing parallel execution of concurrent programs and the problems they address.

II. SPAWN AND MERGE

To illustrate and motivate our approach to thread synchronization, we need to recapitulate how parallelism has been approached before multi-threading became commonplace. On UNIX programmers had to launch multiple processes using fork to enable parallel execution of a program. Here it is important to emphasize the difference between parallel and concurrent execution. The execution of a program is concurrent, if multiple commands may be executed at the same time. Parallel program execution means that concurrent parts of a program are executed on multiple CPU cores at the same time. Each forked child process had its own dedicated memory which was initially a copy of the parent’s memory. This made race conditions impossible due to concurrent memory access, since by default memory was not shared. This yielded deterministic program execution for each process.

In our approach an executing program consists of a set of tasks that form a task hierarchy much like processes in UNIX form a process hierarchy. A task is not completed unless all its children have completed and have been merged with their parent. A task can create a new child task using Spawn, which is somewhat comparable to fork, because the child task receives a copy of some of its parent’s data. The difference between tasks and processes is that tasks are much more lightweight and are therefore cheap to create and to delete. When a child task has completed, the parent must eventually merge back its results with its own data set using Merge.

To achieve determinism, the merging happens in a deterministic order, i.e. the parent task (which is deterministic) states in which order it wants to merge its child tasks. In contrast, allowing the merge to happen on a first-to-complete basis (i.e. first child task to complete merges first) can be used to introduce non-determinism explicitly in the system. So far it should be clear that the merge step is essential to our approach. Merging results from two concurrent computations is complex and requires switching from a data structure centric view to an operation-centric view.

A. Operations

To motivate the operation-centric view we turn to an interesting problem of concurrency: how to formally describe the result of a concurrent execution. Imagine two functions $f$ and $g$ that modify a list. For this purpose they take a reference to a list as argument and modify it. Furthermore, a function $h$ executes these functions in parallel and passes both functions a reference to list $a$ as an argument, i.e. both functions can concurrently modify the list $a$. We write $f(a) \rightarrow a_f$ to describe that $f$ modifies $a$ which in the end becomes $a_f$, but only if no other task modified $a$ concurrently.

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(a) & \rightarrow a_f \\
    g(a) & \rightarrow a_g \\
    h(a) := f(a) || g(a) & \rightarrow a_h, \neg \exists x : x(a_f, a_g) \rightarrow a_h
\end{align*}
\]

Here, in equations (1) to (3), $a, a_f, a_g, a_h$ are all lists. The difficulty is to deterministically express the result of $h(a)$.

Due to the concurrent access to $a$ and the resulting non-determinism, there is in general no deterministic function $x$ that could express $h(a)$ in terms of the results that $f$ and $g$ would have produced on their own.
Our approach is to focus on the operations generated by \( f \) and \( g \) rather than looking at \( a_f \) and \( a_g \). We assume that a function computes a list of operations that can be applied to its argument.

\[
f(a) \rightarrow \text{ops}_f, \text{ops}_f(a) \rightarrow a_f
\]

\[
g(a) \rightarrow \text{ops}_g, \text{ops}_g(a) \rightarrow a_g
\]

\[
h(a) := f(a) || g(a) \rightarrow (\text{ops}_f, \text{ops}_g)
\]

\[
\text{merge}(\text{ops}_f, \text{ops}_g) \rightarrow \text{ops}_h
\]

\[
\text{ops}_h(a) \rightarrow a_h
\]

Here the result of \( h \) is deterministic since it does not depend on any interleaving of \( f \) and \( g \) and it is simply a tuple consisting of the results of \( f \) and \( g \). The \textit{merge} function serializes these operations using operational transformation. This produces a new sequence of operations \( \text{ops}_h \) that can be applied to \( a \) to obtain the result \( a_h \) of computing \( h(a) \). The function \textit{merge} is a complex second order function, since it reasons about functions, but nevertheless we obtain a fully deterministic description of what it means to execute two functions in parallel. Note that in general \( \text{merge}(x, y) \neq \text{merge}(y, x) \). Thus it matters in which order the results are merged.

This example exhibits the very basic idea of our approach. \textit{Spawn} copies \( a \) so that \( f(a) \) and \( g(a) \) can be computed concurrently while \textit{Merge} is a means to compute the merged result using second order logic.

\section*{B. Operational Transformation}

To merge concurrent operations into a non-concurrent sequence of operations (i.e. to serialize the operations) we use a technique called operational transformation that has been first introduced by Ellis and Gibbs in 1989 [2]. Operational transformation has been extensively studied ([3], [4], [5]) and literature shows that a merge based on operational transformation can be realized for many different data structures, including strings, formatted text, lists and trees. In contrast to other serialization techniques, e.g. used by transactional databases, there are no aborts in operational transformation and merging always succeeds.

Operational transformation originated from research in the fields of computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) and collaborative editing. The idea is that all participants (e.g. concurrent editors of a document) work on local sets of data and only operations performed on these data sets are exchanged. An operational transformation system can be divided into two layers, the transformation control algorithm and the transformation functions [2]. The transformation control algorithm decides, which transformation function has to be applied to which set of concurrent operations. The transformation functions on the other hand are used to transform concurrent operations. If the transformation function and the transformation control algorithm are correct, the local data converges against an equal state for every site, even though each site applies the operations in a different order.

For example we assume a list \([a, b, c]\) that can be modified by two concurrent processes \( A \) and \( B \). Let us assume that process \( A \) intends to delete the element \( c \) at index 2 (the list index starts at 0), which results in an operation \( op_A = \text{del}(2) \). At the same time process \( B \) inserts a new element \( d \) at the beginning of the list (i.e. at index 0), resulting in an operation \( op_B = \text{ins}(0, d) \). Both processes directly apply their own operation \( \text{op}_A \) and \( \text{op}_B \) to their own local list. Later on they receive the operation sent by the other process. Applying the received operations without operational transformation would yield different lists for processes \( A \) and \( B \) (namely \([d, a, b]\) for process \( A \) and \([d, a, c]\) for process \( B \)) as shown in figure 1. This is because after process \( B \) inserted the element \( d \), the index of the element that process \( A \) intended to delete shifted from 2 to 3. The operational transformation algorithm would thus modify the index of the delete operation in \( \text{op}_A \), to preserve the intention of process \( A \). If process \( B \) applies the transformed operation \( \text{op}_A \) with index 3, both processes result in the same list \([d, a, b]\) as shown in figure 2.
C. Spawn

spawn creates a new child task and copies a set of data structures to work on. Thus we can think of spawning like calling a function where all arguments are passed by value (although an efficient implementation is more sophisticated). The spawned function is executed concurrently. Hence, spawn immediately returns a handle to the new child task. Spawn accepts any type of parameter. However, it can only perform a Merge on data structures for which the compiler/runtime knows how to copy and merge them. Since defining operational transformation algorithms for data structures is a non-trivial task we intend to provide a set of commonly used mergeable data structures as a library, e.g. mergeable strings, lists and trees. Furthermore, programmers can use an interface to implement new mergeable data structures that work with our system. However, writing custom mergeable data structures should not be the common case. The following code snippet (for brevity reasons written in a GO-like pseudo-language) in listing 1 shows how Spawn and Merge are used:

```go
func f(l List) {
  1.Append(5)
}
list := NewList(1,2,3)
t := Spawn(f,list)
list.Append(4)
MergeAllFromSet(t)
Print(list)
```

Listing 1. Usage of Spawn and Merge

The function f is to be executed by the child task. The parent task creates a list list with some values and then spawns a child task to execute f on a copy of list using Spawn(f,list). Now f and the parent task concurrently add a new value to list. Since both work on their own copy, there is no need for locking and no race conditions appear. The function MergeAllFromSet performs operational transformation to merge the operations performed by both tasks into the final result [1,2,3,4,5]. Let us take a look at a comparable mutex-based implementation (written in GO) that is shown in listing 2.

The mutex variable is used to protect list while the wait variable is used to block execution until the function f completed. The defer statement used in function f makes sure that the locks are freed even if the Append function panics, for example because the maximum list size has been reached. It is obvious that the mutex-based version is much more verbose and it is not trivial to judge its correctness.

Furthermore, the mutex-based version is not even deterministic. When the GO scheduler uses only one thread for computations, the result is indeed always [1,2,3,4,5], because the child is always executed after the parent is blocked acquiring a lock. When the scheduler has more than one thread at its disposal then the two Append functions could be executed concurrently. Most of the time the function f is last because it takes some time to launch a new go-routine via go f(list). However, if we uncomment DoSomething() then the result can be [1,2,3,5,4], depending on how much time the DoSomething function consumes. This does not only show the obvious fact that the mutex-based version is non-deterministic. It also highlights how difficult it is to catch these issues with testing. In contrast the Spawn and Merge solution is shorter and always deterministic.

D. Merge

The Merge function utilizes logic implemented by the data structures to merge the results of concurrent execution via operational transformation. Merge comes in four different flavors:

- MergeAll waits for all child tasks to complete and merges them in a deterministic order, i.e. in the order of their creation
- MergeAllFromSet waits for all child tasks passed as argument to this variadic function and merges them deterministically in the order of the argument list
- MergeAny waits for the first child task to complete and merges it, which introduces non-determinism
- MergeAnyFromSet waits for the first task of a given set of children to complete and merges it (also introducing non-determinism)

MergeAny is useful when implementing distributed systems which have non-determinism because of network delay or non-deterministic clients. For example a server can spawn a new task to handle incoming requests. Using MergeAny it will merge completed tasks on a first-completed-first-merged basis. MergeAnyFromSet waits for any child in a set. So MergeAny is just a special case of MergeAnyFromSet. Whenever a task that still has running child tasks finishes
MergeAll is called implicitly. The MergeAllFromSet function is useful when a task has a set of child tasks running and wants to wait and merge a subset of them.

In addition, a condition function can be passed to Merge functions to validate post-conditions. This way a task can modify its data structure copies and check the conditions on the computed results before merging. Whenever the validation fails, the Merge will not be performed (i.e. any changes of the child task will be omitted). This is essentially a rollback mechanism realized by the runtime system. The concept is close to the idea of transactional memory [6], where code regions are grouped into transactions, that will either be executed completely or not at all. However, when two threads using transactional memory write the same cache line, at least one transaction is rolled back. In our framework in contrast there is no rolling back if two tasks write the same data at the same time due to our use of operational transformation.

E. Sync and Clone

In this chapter we introduce two new constructs that do not extend the expressiveness of our synchronization system, but make the code more readable.

One problem of the Spawn and Merge approach is that tasks only merge after completion. This renders the creation of long running tasks (e.g. tasks handling a TCP connection) that influence data structures of the parent inconvenient to achieve. However, this is often a desired behavior, e.g. that merging should happen whenever a request is handled and not when the TCP connection has been closed. An ugly solution is for the child task to complete whenever a part of its responsibility is completed (e.g. handle one incoming TCP request) and merge with its parent. The parent task must then check after merging whether the task has to fulfill further duties, e.g. if the TCP-connection is still open, and spawn a new child task to handle this.

To simplify such scenarios, we offer the Sync function. When a child calls Sync() it blocks and waits until the parent wishes to merge with it. After the parent finished merging, it creates a new fresh copy of the parent’s data structures and continues execution. Thus calling Sync is equivalent to completing the task and spawning a new one right after Merge is completed. Sync does therefore not extend the expressiveness of our system but it yields more readable code. Furthermore, it allows a child task to handle the case that a user defined Merge with its parent fails (as seen in listing 3).

Another practical problem is that it is implementation-wise difficult for a task to execute two blocking operations at once, e.g. MergeAny and socket.Accept. To execute both operations, the root task can spawn a new child task that executes the blocking socket.Accept function, while the root task itself blocks by calling MergeAny in an infinite loop. However, when the the child task accepting incoming connections spawns new children of its own, these are grandchildren of the root task and hence the root task cannot merge with them. The ugly solution is that the child task, that is accepting connections, completes when it has accepted a new incoming TCP-connection. The root task notices this when it merges with this child and can now spawn a new child to handle the established connection and spawn a second child to accept further connections.

Since this is a recurring pattern in practice when dealing with blocking I/O, we allow a child task to clone itself using the Clone function. Thus, it creates a new sibling task to e.g. handle a new TCP-connection. This way the root task can merge with the cloned task using MergeAny and the problem is solved, as shown in the server software example following the next section.

F. Abort

A task can willingly or unwillingly fail to complete. Exceptions within a task can be caught and error flags in the task can be set to notify the parent task of the error. Exceptions can occur if they are thrown by the task to abort itself or by the runtime if e.g. an index is out of range. When the parent merges an aborted task no data is changed. The copies on which the aborted task worked are simply dismissed. Furthermore, a parent can mark a task as being externally aborted. This is useful because a parent must merge with all its children eventually and this flag allows a parent to state that it does not want to accept the changes computed by this child task anymore. Abort does not force the task to stop working immediately, since most operating systems do not handle a forceful thread termination gracefully.

G. Example 1: Server Software

To further demonstrate the usage and simplicity of Spawn and Merge we show how to realize two example scenarios in the following sections. First, listing 3 shows code to realize a simple server software. When implementing a TCP-based server, the straightforward approach is to create a set of global data structures in the root task and then wait for incoming TCP connections. For each new TCP connection, the root task spawns a new child task that handles the connection. The child task completes when the connection is closed. Furthermore, the root task merges children nondeterministically using MergeAny.

In this example, a child task is created that accepts incoming TCP connections in the accept function. When accept has been spawned, the data variable has its initial value. When conn is spawned for a new connection, it is spawned as a clone of the accept task. Thus, it inherits the same initial value of data from its sibling. Since data will most likely be outdated, the conn task first retrieves an up to date version of data from its parent by calling Sync(). Afterwards the conn task will process incoming
requests and tries to merge with its parent via \texttt{Sync()}. If this fails, it sends an error message on the socket, closes it and aborts.

\textbf{H. Example 2: Simulation Software}

As a second example we chose a network simulation software, that has a special requirement for correct and deterministic results. In this simplified scenario a network of individual hosts, that communicate by message passing, is simulated. Each host receives a message, calculates the next recipient, and forwards the message accordingly. This simulation is inherently prone to race conditions when using common synchronization primitives: if two hosts send a message to the same recipient the order of processing is timing dependent. The basic code using \texttt{Spawn} and \texttt{Merge} to simulate a network of \( n \) hosts is shown in listing 4.

In this example a task is spawned for each simulated host. The hosts receive an identifier as well as a copy of the global \texttt{messageQueues} that is initialized with some starting messages.

Each \texttt{host} function is executed in parallel and contains a loop that determines the host behavior. First, the host updates its data structures against the parent data structures using \texttt{Sync} to ensure that his data is up to date. If its input message queue is not empty it processes the received message (i.e. \texttt{m\_received}) to determine the new message to send and the destination host (i.e. \texttt{m\_send} and \texttt{destination}). Finally, the message to send is stored in the message queue of the destination host. The next loop iteration starts with \texttt{Sync}, which causes the own changes to be merged into the parents data structures. This also updates the local data structures.

This example shows how to realize deterministic and correct parallel programs using \texttt{Spawn} and \texttt{Merge}. The determinism is enforced by the use of \texttt{MergeAll} that deterministically merges all tasks in the order of their creation. The use of operational transformation when merging furthermore serializes the concurrent operations of tasks on the data structures.

\section*{III. Evaluation}

In this section we evaluate an implementation of the example scenario described in section II-H, using a proof of concept implementation of our framework. To create some unpredictable processing load on hosts the destination address is derived from the message payload using cryptographic operations (i.e. SHA-1 hashing).

To be able to compare the performance of our framework we also created a implementation using threads and conventional synchronization primitives. In this implementation each host is represented by a thread with an incoming queue. The thread performs a blocking read on its queue until a message is received. As soon as a message was read the thread performs the SHA-1 calculations and pushes the message in the incoming queue of the destination host. Both implementations were created using C++11 and GCC version 4.8.1 and measured on an i7-3520M.

The load \( l \) on each host is controlled by adjusting the number of cryptographic hash operations per message (i.e. \texttt{hash iterations}). If \( l \) is low, a larger fraction of the simulation will be spent on queue operations. Thus, we measured the

```
func accept(data) {
    for {
        socket := tcp.accept()
        Clone(conn, socket, data)
    }
}

func conn(socket, data) {
    defer socket.Close()
    Sync()
    for {
        req, err := read(socket)
        if (err != nil) {
            return
        }
        req.doWork(data)
        err := Sync()
        if (err != nil) {
            write(socket, err)
            panic(err)
        }
    }
}

data := ...
Spawn(accept, data)
for {
    MergeAny()
}
```

Listing 3. Server Software realized using \texttt{Spawn} and \texttt{Merge}

```
func host(hostID, queues){
    for {
        Sync()
        if (queues[hostID].isEmpty()){ continue }
        m\_received := queues[hostID].pop()
        m\_send, destination := processMessage(m\_received)
        queues[destination].append(m\_send)
    }
}

messageQueues := MergeableQueue[n]
InitMessages(messageQueues)
for (i := 0; i < n; ++i){
    Spawn(host, i, messageQueues)
}
for {
    MergeAll()
}
```

Listing 4. Simulation Software realized using \texttt{Spawn} and \texttt{Merge}
performs of four test setups depending on the host workload $l$.

All test setups used a base of 20 simulated hosts. Initially there are 100 messages distributed over the simulated network, each with a time to live (TTL) of 100 hops. The first two test setups are conventional implementations, one with a non-deterministic simulation (i.e., calculating the destination host as stated introducing non-determinism at the destination host’s incoming queue) and one with a deterministic simulation. The determinism here is achieved by sending messages only to the node with the next higher id, since the concurrency caused by sending two messages to the same host is no longer present. The other two setups used our Spawn and Merge framework, simulating the same behavior as the conventional implementations. However, note that using Spawn and Merge also the ‘non-deterministic’ test setup becomes deterministic and yields the same results in every run.

We run every test setup several times with up to 10000 hash iterations for the host workload $l$. The average measurement results are shown in Figure 3. The execution time of the conventional implementations rises proportionally with the number of hash operations $l$ with negligible performance differences for deterministic and non-deterministic simulations. The execution time using Spawn and Merge rises linearly alongside the conventional implementation performance, while the deterministic simulation is slightly faster than the ‘non-deterministic’ version. This small performance gap (of about 1% to 4%) results from multiple messages sent to one host, that are processed in consecutive simulation cycles.

However, there is a constant overhead of about 400 milliseconds per run. This is because on Spawn the initial data structures have to be copied for every spawned task (i.e., 20 tasks with 20 queues each which have to be copied). The measurement results show that the overall effect of the overhead decreases with increasing host workload $l$. Namely, while for 1000 iterations the overhead is about 38% (since the conventional approach finishes in about 1.5 seconds the overhead of about 400 milliseconds is comparably high) it decreases to about 7% for 10000 hash operations. Note however, that we used an unoptimized proof of concept implementation of our framework. The overhead may be further decreased by using sophisticated copy-on-write mechanisms, faster merging algorithms and other optimization techniques. Furthermore, the effect of lock contention avoided using Spawn and Merge cannot be derived from the measurements of the unoptimized framework, yet.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section we show that for synchronization the Spawn and Merge primitives have equivalent expressive power to the usage of semaphores, that have been introduced by Dijkstra in 1965 [7]. This way we prove that the same concurrent execution, as in a program using semaphores, can be achieved using our system. Furthermore, we analyze our proposed system to show that Spawn and Merge based systems are by nature deadlock-free.

A. Equivalence to Semaphores

We assume that a semaphore-based system does not concurrently access the same memory bytes without locking them via a semaphore. This is reasonable, since everything else is most likely a bug anyway that induces the kind of non-determinism that we try to avoid in the first place. Furthermore, we assume that the semaphore-based system does not end up in a deadlock.

To prove that Spawn and Merge are equivalent to semaphores we will model a semaphore using only Spawn and Merge. We model a semaphore as a list of integers $L$. The first element is the value of the semaphore, all following numbers are the IDs of tasks waiting at this semaphore. When a child task wants to acquire the semaphore it appends itself to the list $L$ and calls Sync() and then Sync() again. The first Sync wakes up the parent task that is merging with any child of a set $S$ of children, using MergeAnyFromSet($S$). This set $S$ covers all children initially. To match the semaphore-based system, we create one child for any thread used by the semaphore-based system. When MergeAnyFromSet($S$) returns, the parent checks $L$ to see if it can grant a waiting child task access to the semaphore. If the semaphore value is already zero, then the child is removed from $S$. Hence, the parent task does not merge with the waiting child task anymore and therefore the child is blocked in the second Sync call. Otherwise, the semaphore value is decreased, the waiting child is removed from $L$ and added to $S$. Hence, the second Sync will proceed because the parent merges with this child again. Now the child has successfully acquired the semaphore.
To release a semaphore, a child adds its negative task ID to \( L \) and calls \( \text{Sync}() \). This wakes up the parent. When the parent task returns from \( \text{MergeAnyFromSet}(S) \) it checks for these negative task IDs. It removes them from \( L \) and increases the semaphore value by one for each removed negative ID. Then it checks whether other waiting child tasks can now get access to the semaphore.

While this procedure is inefficient and cumbersome, it shows that we can achieve the same parallel execution that a semaphore-based system can realize. Due to the use of \( \text{MergeAnyFromSet} \) we allowed non-determinism to creep into our system, but this is necessary because semaphore-based systems are non-deterministic, too. A programmer should always use the deterministic \( \text{Merge} \) functions by default and resort to the non-deterministic ones if he explicitly wants to have non-deterministic behavior, which is usually the case in server-software or interactive applications.

### B. Deadlocks

Using only \( \text{Spawn} \) and \( \text{Merge} \) it is impossible to create a deadlock. A deadlock requires four conditions to hold [8], one of them being a cyclic dependency. However, the task hierarchy has a tree shape and the only possible waiting is between a parent and a child task via \( \text{Merge} \) and \( \text{Sync} \). Thus, the only cyclic dependency possible is that a child waits for its parent (only possible with \( \text{Sync} \)) and the parent waits for the child (only possible with \( \text{Merge} \)). But in this case the merge will happen and both are unblocked. Hence, cyclic waiting conditions are impossible.

Following the equivalence to semaphore-based systems shown in the previous section it is interesting to see how the \( \text{Spawn} \) and \( \text{Merge} \) based system simulates a deadlocked semaphore system. If all tasks are blocked, the set \( S \) (held by the parent) is empty, because by definition all blocked children are removed from \( S \). Thus, the parent task will iterate in an infinite loop calling \( \text{MergeAnyFromSet}(S) \) where \( S \) is the empty set. This means that \( \text{MergeAnyFromSet} \) will never block, because there is nothing it could wait for. This reveals (to no surprise) that a \( \text{Spawn} \) and \( \text{Merge} \) based system can still livelock, but this is true for all programming languages that allow infinite loops and is nothing that could be prevented by a synchronization system. However, deadlocks are impossible to realize with \( \text{Spawn} \) and \( \text{Merge} \).

### V. Related Work

Multi-threaded programming introduced many new difficulties which primarily relate to synchronization of concurrent processes, achieving of deterministic results and a consistent view on data structures. In this section we describe how these problems are addressed by different approaches that have been proposed to cope with these issues.

**Deterministic Parallel Programming:** The general idea that parallel programming should be deterministic by default and that non-determinism should only be introduced if explicitly desired is not new has already been proposed by Broccino et al. [1] and realized in the Deterministic Parallel Java (DPJ) project [9]. In DPJ the heap is partitioned into hierarchical regions. These regions are used to differentiate accesses to objects or object parts of the same object. Furthermore, an effect system is created by annotating each task with the regions that are accessed within the task. Based on these regions combined with the effect system a type checker is used to identify overlapping memory operations between concurrent tasks that may introduce nondeterminism. Thus nondeterminism cannot be introduced by accident.

Even though our \( \text{Spawn} \) and \( \text{Merge} \) framework follows the same philosophical approach as DPJ the way determinism is achieved differs completely. In DPJ conflicting memory accesses are exposed by the compiler. However, this requires the effect system that is built from the code annotations to be correct. In contrast our approach uses operation transformation to deterministically resolve conflicting writes and does not depend on additional annotations.

**Parallel Programming Runtime Systems:** Cilk [10] is a runtime system for multithreaded parallel programming. A programmer writing a Cilk program has to expose parallel executable code by spawning Cilk procedures using a \textit{spawn} keyword. Spawned procedures may be executed by the runtime in parallel and return their computation results to their parent. The \textit{sync} keyword introduces a barrier method stating that all spawned Cilk procedures have to return before execution may proceed.

Even though our approach looks syntactically similar to the Cilk approach due to the constructs \textit{spawn} and \textit{sync}, the constructs have different meanings. Cilk assumes that spawned procedures avoid conflicting data access. However, there is no guarantee for determinism concerning the results of spawned procedures. In contrast, using \textit{Spawn} and \textit{Merge} a programmer may explicitly choose determinism or non-determinism by choosing one of the \textit{Merge} functions. Furthermore, our approach allows waiting for specific tasks if desired instead of always blocking until all spawned tasks completed. Finally, in our approach the \textit{Sync} function enables programmers to propagate intermediate results to the parent task to update the parent data structures while the task is still running.

**Parallel Programming Frameworks:** Parallel programming frameworks provide an API to ease parallel programming. Thereby they can expand general purpose programming languages. The OpenMP API [11] for example provides developers with compiler directives to specify which code regions can be executed in parallel. This way developers can e.g. declare a loop as feasible for parallel execution while the runtime system will schedule single loop iterations to different threads. However, OpenMP does
not guarantee determinism and the compiler cannot check whether e.g. a parallel loop execution is really safe.

**Locking Primitives:** In general purpose programming languages several techniques for handling parallel execution of multi-threaded programs have become commonplace. These techniques include semaphores, mutexes, and monitors. They all share the same shortcoming: the first thread arriving at a synchronization point gets access to the data first. This introduces non-determinism into multi-threaded programs, because even on the same hardware it is not deterministic which thread will arrive at a synchronization point first since it depends on many circumstances like scheduling of threads, I/O performance or interrupts. Furthermore, these constructs are negative by design, i.e. they state what must not happen, for example there must not be two threads active in a monitor [12] at the same time. This means that multi-threaded programs yielding deterministic results in every run are hard to achieve using these simple synchronization primitives.

In contrast, our approach is to use positive constructs for synchronization. Thus, a program specifies in which order results of spawned tasks are merged into the parent’s data structures, which results in a deterministic execution of a concurrent program. In fact, we provide both solutions. It is up to the programmer to make an explicit choice for non-determinism, if desired.

**Message Passing:** The idea of processes that communicate and synchronize by passing messages dates back to the ‘Communicating Sequential Processes’ paper of Hoare [13]. An example is the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [14]. MPI provides an API for exchanging messages between processes that may run on different computers and thus is also applicable to distributed systems. Another example is the programming language GO that reintroduced message passing as a primary synchronization concept. In GO tasks (called go-routines) communicate and synchronize by message passing via channels. However, a system using message passing may also contain races introducing non-determinism.

**Process Calculi:** Process calculi deal with modeling and reasoning about concurrent systems, i.e. they can be used to describe and analyze their properties [15]. They provide a high-level description of concurrent processes, especially in terms of communication and synchronization, using only a small number of primitives and operators. Furthermore, process calculi allow the manipulation and analysis of a concurrent system description by using algebraic-laws to show e.g. equivalences between processes using equational reasoning.

In contrast to process calculi our approach does not try to verify the correctness of a concurrent program using a theoretical model for describing process communications. The operational transformation technique used in our proposed approach ensures the correctness of the executed program in terms of determinism and the absence of deadlocks and race conditions by design.

**Coordination Languages:** Coordination languages are used to specify protocols on how concurrent processes may communicate and interact, i.e. on how to coordinate the processes [16]. The coordination language Linda [17] for example allows to extend a sequential language with several primitives for inter-process communication that operate on tuples, stored in a tuplespace in a logically global associative memory. The idea is to treat the process coordination as an orthogonal activity to process computation. This allows coupling of processes on a data-level using the tuplespace. However, coordination languages like Linda do not ensure deterministic program execution by default.

**Path Expressions** [18] use a syntax that vaguely resembles the idea of regular expressions. Where regular expressions define the set of all allowed character sequences, path expressions describe the set of all allowed parallel invocations of a set of functions. While powerful, path expressions and regular expressions suffer from the same problem: they are very concise, but for real-life problems which are more complex than a typical consumer/producer example, they become hardly readable. Furthermore, path expressions do not deliver determinism. Just like locking they restrict parallelism on function execution, but usually specify a large set of possible actual execution paths which in turn could each yield different results depending on the timing of threads.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK**

In this paper we presented Spawn and Merge, two synchronization primitives that yield deterministic program execution of multi-threaded programs. While programs using Spawn and Merge are deterministic by default it is still possible to introduce non-determinism into a program if desired. The Spawn function is used to create a new task that works on a local data copy to avoid the need for data structure locking. It is combined with the Merge function, a deterministic function to merge the results of the concurrent task execution back into the data structures of the parent task. The Merge function utilizes operational transformation to deterministically serialize the concurrent operations performed by tasks.

We demonstrated the ease of use of Spawn and Merge by realizing a simple non-deterministic server software and a simple simulation software that always yields correct results. Furthermore, we evaluated an unoptimized proof of concept implementation of Spawn and Merge to show that the performance is comparable to using conventional synchronization primitives (despite a constant overhead of about 400 milliseconds per run, whose effect decreases with increased task workload) while yielding deterministic results by default. We finally proved that a Spawn and Merge based system is equivalent to a system using semaphores for
synchronization in terms of concurrent program execution. Furthermore, we have shown that systems using Spawn and Merge are deadlock free. This way our technique enables an easier programming of multi-threaded programs that can be run at different kinds of many-core systems, like e.g. future CPUs, the Parallella Board [19] or even supercomputers with thousands of CPUs while always yielding the same result.

Next we will optimize our Spawn and Merge framework using techniques like copy-on-write and more efficient merge functions to decrease the overhead of using Spawn and Merge compared to implementations using conventional synchronization primitives. We will use these optimizations to reason about the generality and scalability of our approach for further interesting use cases like scientific computing. Furthermore, we plan to apply the concept of Spawn and Merge to distributed computing by using MPI.
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